
- Versatile

- Quick installation

- Safe & secure

Bracket Solutions
For the installation of electrical containment, piping, 

ductwork and other mechanical services
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The Next Level of Suspension
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Gripple Bracket Solutions

You know Gripple for our Cable Hanger Kits - fast, 
versatile, and lightweight suspension methods for 
ductwork, piping, electrical services, and lighting.  
But continuous innovation has resulted in our newest 
product range.  We’re pleased to introduce: Gripple 
Bracket Solutions.  

As a more versatile, engineered, and time-saving 
alternative to strut, Gripple’s bracket systems make 

it so much easier and faster for contractors to 
suspend and install their services.  

Whether pre-fabricated or assembled on-site, or 
suspended with Gripple Cable Hangers or traditional 
threaded rod, the adjustability and compatibility of 
our brackets gives the contractor labor and logistics 
savings, from warehouse to installation.

Ready-to-Use Strut 
Replacement

Our brackets are universal 
by design. For suspending 
services, the strut profile is 
compatible with Gripple’s 
UniGrip Cable Hangers and 
‘twist-on’ accessories, as well 
as with threaded rod. The 
brackets come in a variety 
of ready-to-use lengths (no 
cutting required) so there is 
always a length to suit your 
suspension application.
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Great for: 

Any building type where services are suspended in various drop lengths from structure, or in single or double-tiered configurations.

Fast Trak® Bracket 
& Track System

The brackets can also be utilized as 
part of our unique Fast Trak system.  
Fast Trak includes two rigid tracks with 
the bracket.  The tracks attach to the 
structure and easily allow the bracket 
to be vertically positioned anywhere 
along the tracks and locked in place.  
A trapeze suspension system can be 
installed in minutes.

Bracket Compatibility 
with Other Products

Whether you’re suspending with 
threaded rod, or using traditional 
clamps for piping & electrical 
applications, our brackets are  
seamlessly incorporated into 
these methods.
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< 5 ft< 5 ft

Fast Installation

Our ready-to-use bracket solutions 
provide you with a variety of bracket 
length and track length options, 
where no cutting to size is needed. 
Whether you’re suspending the 
bracket as part of the Fast Trak 
system, with Gripple UniGrip Cable 
Hangers, or with traditional rod,  
a lot of time savings has already been 
achieved.

Close to Deck 
Solutions
If your services will be suspended 
less than 5 ft from the deck, Fast Trak 
is your best option. The tracks allow 
you to easily and quickly position 
your suspension as close to the deck 
as you need to. Perfect in the case of 
high rise residential structures.

Benefits

Versatility

Our brackets are the perfect suspension 
solution, whether you’re assembling 
on-site or doing pre-fabrication off-
site; or whether you’re suspending 
them with Gripple UniGrip Cable 
Hangers, traditional rod, or as part 
of the Fast Trak system. They also 
give you the versatility to suspend 
in a trapeze configuration, from a 
single point, mounted to the wall, 
or seismically braced. And the profile 
of the brackets can be utilized on 
all 4 sides, allowing you to use both 
standard strut accessories as well 
as Gripple accessories, all 
at the same time.
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Approved to:

Gripple Bracket Solutions are suitable 
for suspension of Mechanical, 
Plumbing, and Electrical systems,  
and carry the following approvals:

• UL 2239

• ICC-ESR-4622

• IAPMO 

• Fire tested by Exova to F120  
and MPA to 1363-1

Logistics & Handling

Whether in a warehouse, on a truck, 
or on-site, stackable neat packaging 
that’s easy to carry and transport 
means faster, safer, and more 
economincal handling.

Safety 

Out-of-the-box bracket lengths are 
ready to use, thus eliminating the 
need for on-site cutting, hot works 
permits, and risk of injury.  
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Technical Services

Gripple works with customers around the world to provide our suspension solutions as 2D CAD and 3D BIM 
models. In addition, the Gripple Technical Team provides complimentary Take Off services, ensuring that with 
little effort, your full project can be prepared for bidding. 

Our technical services put our team at the heart of your project, handling the complicated elements of your 
project and ensuring proper quantity and placement of Gripple products based on the services being suspended.
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Mechanical & Plumbing
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HVAC – Ductwork

Rectangular ductwork can be easily 
suspended either with the Gripple Fast 
Trak system, or with a Gripple Universal 
Bracket paired with our UniGrip Cable 
Hangers or traditional threaded rod.  
Where duct is suspended particularly 
close to the structure, Fast Trak is the 
ideal option.

Suspension Methods

Fast Trak + Vibration 
Dampener Pad (VDP)

Single tier

Fast Trak + Vibration 
Dampener Pad (VDP)

Multi-Tier

Universal Bracket + 
UniGrip Cable Hangers

Universal Bracket + 
traditional threaded rod
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All types of piping can be easily 
suspended either with the Gripple 
Fast Trak system, or with a Gripple 
Universal Bracket paired with Gripple 
UniGrip Cable Hangers or traditional 
threaded rod. Our Quick Twist and 
GCS Clamps attach to our brackets 
and accommodate pipe diameters 
up to 9” O.D, making it easy to 
install runs of various sizes of piping 
with one product. Our brackets 
also accommodate traditional strut 
accessories.

Piping – Chiller Piping, Domestic Water, 
DWV (Drain, Waster, and Vent), Medical Gas

Suspension Methods

Universal Bracket + 
UniGrip Cable Hangers + 

GCS Clamps

Universal Bracket + 
UniGrip Cable Hangers + 

Quick Twist Clamps

Universal Bracket + 
UniGrip Cable Hangers + 
traditional Strut Clamp

Fast Trak + Quick Twist 
Clamps

Fast Trak + traditional 
Strut Clamps

Fast Trak + GCS Clamps
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VRF Systems

Suspension Methods

Similiar to standard piping, VRF 
systems can be easily suspended 
either with the Gripple Fast Trak 
system, or with a Gripple Universal 
Bracket paired with Gripple UniGrip 
Cable Hangers or traditional threaded 
rod. Our Quick Twist Clamps attach to 
our brackets and accommodate pipe 
diameters up tp 9” O.D steel, making 
it easy to install runs of various sizes 
of piping with one product. 1 or 2 
line sets can also be accommodated 
with a single clamp. Our brackets 
also accommodate traditional strut 
accessories.

Universal Bracket + 
UniGrip Cable Hangers + 

Quick Twist Clamps 
(1 line set)

Fast Trak + traditional 
Strut Clamps 

(1 line set)

Universal Bracket + 
UniGrip Cable Hangers + 

Quick Twist Clamps 
(2 line sets)

Fast Trak + traditional 
Strut Clamps (2 line sets)

Fast Trak + Quick Twist 
Clamps (1 line set)

Fast Trak + Quick Twist 
Clamps (2 line sets)
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Electrical Support Systems
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Conduit

Whether pre-fabbing or installing on-
site, conduit can be easily suspended 
either with the Gripple Fast Trak 
system, or with a Gripple Universal 
Bracket paired with Gripple UniGrip 
Cable Hangers or traditional threaded 
rod.  Our Quick Twist and GCS Clamps 
attach to our brackets with a quick 
quarter-turn, making it easy to install 
runs of conduit faster than before.  Our 
brackets also accommodate traditional 
strut accessories.

Universal Bracket + 
UniGrip Cable Hangers + 

GCS Clamps

Universal Bracket + 
UniGrip Cable Hangers + 

QT Conduit Clamp

Fast Trak + Conduit Clamps 
(traditional)

Suspension Methods
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Cable Basket

Cable Basket can be quickly 
suspended in in a single or multi-tier 
configuration with the Gripple Fast Trak 
system.  Or, if you prefer, it can also 
be suspended with a Gripple Universal 
Bracket paired with Gripple UniGrip 
Cable Hangers or traditional threaded 
rod.  With either method, our CB Clips 
twist easily into the bracket, allowing a 
place for the cable basket to lock into.

Universal Bracket + 
UniGrip Cable Hangers + 

CB Clips

Fast Trak + CB Clips

Suspension Methods
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Product Reference
Fast Trak Side LoadFast Trak Standard Universal BracketFast Trak Twin Load

Fast Trak Low Profile Quick Twist ClampUniGrip Center Exit UniGrip QTUB 

Conduit ClampAcoustic Twist Clamp Trunking Clamp GCS Clamp
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Fast Trak Seismic  
Bracket AccessoryCB Clip (Cable Basket)CT Clip (Cable Tray) Fast Trak Fire Rated Clip

Wall Bracket J-Hook
Vibration Dampener 
Pad (VDP)

* Universal Bracket not included

Visit our website to find out more about these products:

https://www.gripple.com/products/building-services/universal-bracket/
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